STOFANEL INVESTMENT AG PRESS RELEASE

WINNERS OF EUROPEAN PROPERTY AWARDS REVEALED IN
LONDON’S MAYFAIR:
TILIA LIVING RESORT AT LAKE GRIEBNITZSEE AWARDED WITH
THE EUROPEAN PROPERTY AWARDS WITHIN THE CATEGORY
“DEVELOPMENT MULTIPLE UNITS”
London, Sept 27, 2011: In association with Google and Bloomberg Television,
Europe’s finest developers, architects, interior designers and real estate agents
gathered at The Park Lane Hotel in Mayfair, London on Friday (September 23rd) for
the announcement of the winners of the hotly contested European Property Awards.
At the gala awards presentation, the STOFANEL project TILIA Living Resort at
lake Griebnitzsee in Berlin, winning project of the German developments, was
awarded Highly Commended within the category “Development Multiple
Units”.
Giovanna Stefanel-Stoffel, founder and art director of STOFANEL Investment, is
more than happy to see her project being awarded. “We were always convinced that
the beauty of the location will develop a new home which offers harmony of nature,
architecture and man everyday and thus, fulfills the needs of the future inhabitants.
Being awarded proves us that we are following the right track – offering life quality
without compromise.”
The event was part of the International Property Awards which is now in its 17th year
and has become recognised as the highest standard of excellence throughout the
global industry. Attaining one of these coveted awards is evidence that the
STOFANEL Investment AG is capable of excelling over some very strong contenders
within the highly competitive European property arena. Judging is carried out
through a meticulous process involving a panel of over 80 experts and covering every

aspect of the property business. The judges are not only looking for the most
impressive and innovative projects, they are also examining the sustainability and
eco-friendliness of every property and development that comes under their scrutiny.
President of the International Property Awards, Stuart Shield, says, “Every year we
see entries from new countries keen to grab the limelight and, as this competition has
proved over the years, innovation, flair, imagination and originality know no bounds.
This is what makes the results of the competition so exciting.”
STOFANEL INVESTMENT AG
The project development company STOFANEL Investment AG, equally owned by
Giovanna Stefanel-Stoffel and the principal shareholder of STOFFEL Holding
GmbH, Ludwig Maximilian Stoffel, develops national and international residential
and commercial property projects in the top value sector. Orientated towards the
needs of modern people and with the highest standard of living quality, STOFANEL
develops Urban Villages, Urban Homes and Living Resorts in top class cities and at
beautiful nature locations worldwide.
Further information: www.stofanel.com , www.tilia-griebnitzsee.de
Further projects:
Marthashof Urban Village www.marthashof.de
Romeo & Giulia Urban Home: www.stofanel.com/RomeoGiulia
B.NAU Urban Home: www.bnau.de
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